Motivation: The identification of repetitive elements is important in genome assembly and phylogenetic analyses. The existing de novo repeat identification methods exploiting the use of short reads are impotent in identifying long repeats. Since long reads are more likely to cover repeat regions completely, using long reads is more favorable for recognizing long repeats. Results: In this study, we propose a novel de novo repeat elements identification method namely RepLong based on PacBio long reads. Given that the reads mapped to the repeat regions are highly overlapped with each other, the identification of repeat elements is equivalent to the discovery of consensus overlaps between reads, which can be further cast into a community detection problem in the network of read overlaps. In RepLong, we first construct a network of read overlaps based on pair-wise alignment of the reads, where each vertex indicates a read and an edge indicates a substantial overlap between the corresponding two reads. Secondly, the communities whose intra connectivity is greater than the inter connectivity are extracted based on network modularity optimization. Finally, representative reads in each community are extracted to form the repeat library. Comparison studies on Drosophila melanogaster and human long read sequencing data with genome-based and short-read-based methods demonstrate the efficiency of RepLong in identifying long repeats. RepLong can handle lower coverage data and serve as a complementary solution to the existing methods to promote the repeat identification performance on long-read sequencing data. Availability and implementation: The software of RepLong is freely available at https://github.com/
Introduction
Repetitive DNA sequences are segment sequences occuring more than once in a genome. Based on their organization, repetitive DNA sequences can be divided into interspersed repeats and tandem repeats. Interspersed repeats are highly identical and separately distributed in the genome. They are mainly derived from transposable elements (TEs), i.e. mobile genetic elements in eukaryotic genomes. Tandem repeats are adjacent to each other and composed of V C The Author 2017. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For Permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oup.com satellites and simple sequence repeats (Schlö tterer, 2000) . Repeats account for a large proportion of many eukaryotic genomes, e.g. about 50% of the human genome (Lander et al., 2001) , >80% of the maize genome (Schnable et al., 2009) and about 20% of the fruit fly genome consist of TEs (Bergman et al., 2006) .
Repeat identification is crucial to phylogenetic analyses and can help to infer the underlying relationships of some closely related species (Feschotte and Pritham, 2007) . Repeats are key players in generating genomic novelty (Bennetzen and Wang, 2014) and modulating human RNA abundance and splicing (Kelley et al., 2014) . The prior knowledge of repeats in a genome allows a rough estimate of the complexity of the genome (Eddy, 2012) and alleviates the misassembled rearrangements (Treangen and Salzberg, 2012) .
Many computational methods have been proposed to identify repetitive DNA sequences and they are widely divided into three categories including de novo, homology-based and structure-based methods (Bergman and Quesneville, 2007) . Since de novo methods need no prior information of the repeat structure or similarity to known the repeat sequences, they tend to be more flexible than the other two methods. The majority of de novo methods are based on query versus query similarity searches or word counting/seed extension strategy (Feschotte and Pritham, 2007) .
In de novo methods, two different types of input are considered, i.e. the entire genome and read sequences. Before the invent of the high-throughput sequencing technology, most de novo methods are targeted at the entire genome. For example, RECON (Bao and Eddy, 2002) uses the genome multiple alignments and single linkage clustering to extract the repeats. RepeatModeler (http://www.repeat masker.org/RepeatModeler/) combines two de novo repeat finding programs, i.e. RECON and RepeatScout (Price et al., 2005) that employs complementary computational methods for identifying repeat element boundaries and family relationships from sequence data. PILER-DF (Edgar and Myers, 2005) identifies lists of matches covering a maximal contiguous region in the input genome and then looks for intact transposable elements and aligns at least three similar regions to create a repeat. The methods using the whole genome as input rely on the availability and accuracy of the genome. If no accurate genome is available, it is hard for such methods to work precisely.
In recent years, with the advance of high-throughput sequencing technology, a number of new methods have been proposed to use short read sequences directly to extract repeat library. For example, ReAS (Li et al., 2005) uses shotgun sequencing reads and the seed extension method to identify repeats. ReAS was shown to cover only a small proportion of the RepBase library (Jurka et al., 2005) , which is manually curated and often used as a benchmark for the evaluation of the identified repeats. P-clouds (de Koning et al., 2011) adopts the oligo frequencies and creates clusters of similar repeated oligos. RepARK (Koch et al., 2014) identifies high frequency k-mers in the short reads and then assembles them to form the repeat library. It covers a large proportion of RepBase library, consisting majorly fragmented sequences with low N50, which is a metric defined as the shortest sequence length at 50% of the read contigs. Tedna (Zytnicki et al., 2014) works as a de novo TE assembler of short reads based on de Bruijn graphs. MixTaR (Fertin et al., 2015) detects tandem repeats using short reads by de Bruijn graphs. REPdenovo (Chu et al., 2016) , following the k-mer counting and assembly paradigm, assemblies the frequent k-mers into raw configs and builds a directed contig graph to identify repeats.
Repeat identification based on short reads tend to identify fragment repeats, and downstream assembly is necessary to recover long repeats. However, the intrinsic ambiguity of short reads assembly deteriorates the precision of long repeats identification. Compared to short reads, long reads are deemed to have a few advantages (Eid et al., 2009) . In particular, the substantial increase of read length enables long read sequencing to solve the ambiguity of assembly and ease the identify long repeats. Unfortunately, the existing k-mer counting and assembly methods that work well in short-read-based repeat identification are not effectively applicable to long reads, due to the lower coverage and higher sequencing error rate of long read data (English et al., 2012) . Hence, specific and efficient repeat identification methods based on long reads are highly demanded.
In this paper, a de novo repeat identification method using long reads namely RepLong is proposed. The motivation is explained as follows. It is observed that the reads mapped to a reference genome usually form a pile in a repeat region, i.e. with a relatively high coverage and sharp coverage dropping at the boundaries of that region. As depicted in Figure 1 , the reads mapped to the same repeat regions are highly overlapped with each other. Inspired by this observation, we can identify the repeat regions by finding the nontrivial consensus overlaps of the read piles even if the reference genome is not provided. Especially, with long reads, the overlap length tend to be longer and the consensus overlaps are more easily recognized. If a network of the reads is constructed with edges indicating the overlaps between the reads, the identification of the consensus overlaps between reads can be cast into a community structure detection problem (Fortunato, 2010; Schaeffer, 2007; Harenberg et al., 2014; Girvan and Newman, 2002) in such network.
Particularly, in RepLong, the overlaps between the long reads are firstly identified based on pair-wise alignment, and secondly a network of reads is constructed to represent the overlap relationships between reads. The repeat identification is then cast into a community detection problem and solved by network modularity optimization. Finally, representative reads in the detected communities are extracted to identify the repeat library. Both Drosophila melanogaster and human repeat library are built using RepLong and PacBio reads (Eid et al., 2009) . The results are compared to RepBase repeat library (version 21.04 ) and the repeat library built by the short-read-based method RepARK. The comparison studies demonstrate the efficiency of RepLong in identifying long repeats. RepLong can work together with short-read-based methods to complement with each other.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the details of the proposed RepLong, Section 3 presents the experimental results and finally Section 4 concludes this work.
Materials and methods
In this section, we describe the de novo repeat identification method RepLong based on longs reads and community detection. As shown in Figure 2 , RepLong consists of four phases, i.e. reads overlap identification, network construction, community detection and repeat reads extraction.
Read overlap identification
Identifying pair-wise overlap of the reads is the prerequisite of finding the consensus overlaps. In RepLong, the MHAP algorithm (Berlin et al., 2015) is used to identify the overlaps of every read pair. MHAP is a computational efficient technique for estimating similarity between long reads. It uses MinHash sketches for efficient alignment filtering and the Jaccard similarity to estimate the number of shared k-mers between two reads. MHAP is implemen ted in Canu genome assember (Koren et al., 2016) and equipped with FALCON (Chin et al., 2016) for PacBio reads error correction. For each overlap, the read ids, strands, starting overlap positions and overlap length are recorded as the examples shown in Table 1 . The first example is also depicted in Figure 3 , where the positive strand (strand 0) Read1, starting at position 5250, overlaps the negative strand (strand 1) Read2 at position 4250 for 228 bases.
Network construction
After obtaining the pair-wise overlaps of the reads, a network is constructed to reflect the similarity relationship of the reads. Because MHAP works more precisely on long reads, only overlaps longer than 100 bp are retained to build the network. A network is an ordered pair G ¼ (V, E) comprising a set V of vertices or nodes, together with a set E of edges. In G, the nodes represent the reads and the edges indicate the overlaps between the reads. To analyse the connections of network nodes, we define an adjacency matrix A of size jV jÂjV j, where jV j is the cardinarity of V. Each element of A is set to one or zero to represent a corresponding connection or disconnection, i.e. A ij is set to one if the overlap length between reads i and j is >100 bp, and zero otherwise. The degree of a node i denoted by k i indicates the number of edges connected to node i, which is equal to the sum of the i-th row of A:
The total number of edges in the network can be computed by: Figure 4 shows the constructed network and the corresponding adjacent matrix according to the overlap information provided in Table 1 . In this network, each node represents a read and an edge between two nodes indicates an overlap between these two reads. Table 1 . The node label includes the read id, strand, and starting overlap position. The edge is labelled with the overlap length between the two nodes
The overlap length is recorded as the edge attribute. Each node is labeled by the overlap information including read id, strand and starting overlap position. For example, the positive strand Read1 with overlap position on 5250 is denoted as '1_0_5250'. It is worth noting that since a read with different strands and/or overlap positions is represented as different nodes in the network, the number of nodes in the network is actually larger than the number of reads. Nevertheless, the nodes with the same read id and strand but slightly different overlap positions, i.e. starting overlap positions that are apart <100 bp, are considered as a single node in the network. For example, the two nodes '1_1_5250' and '1_1_5284' are actually merged into one node '1_1_5250' in the network. The overlap directions also have been encoded in the strand information of each network node, therefore it is not necessary to construct a directed network. As such, the complexity of network can be reduced and the community structures in network become clearer.
Community detection
The overlaps between the repeat reads are more intensive than that of the other reads, which in the constructed network is characterized with some topology structures of denser intra-connectivity and meanwhile sparse inter-connectivity. Such topology structures are also known as community in graph theory. Thus repeat identification can be transformed into a community identification problem when the network is constructed. For example, in Figure 5 , two piles of reads after sequence alignment correspond to two repeats. In each pile, the coverage inside is much higher than outside, so there are corresponding community structures in the network of read overlaps thanks to the dense intra-connections in the read piles. We define a vector C ¼ c 1 ; . . . ; c i ; . . . ; c jVj Â Ã to indicate the community labels of all nodes. The i-th component c i of C means that the i-th node belongs to c i -th community. Communities can be detected based on modularity optimization (Newman, 2006) for community labels in C. Modularity reflects the concentration of edges within communities compared with random distribution of links between all nodes regardless of communities. Particularly, the modularity Q(C) with respect to a node label vector C is defined as follows (Blondel et al., 2008) :
where k i and k j are the degrees of the i-th and j-th nodes with their corresponding community labels c i and c j in the network, respectively, and A ij is the element in the adjacency matrix of the network. The delta function is defined as
, in the range of [-1/2, 1), actually measures the strength of division of a network into communities. A larger Q(C) indicates a better grouping of communities. To find the best community structures, one can maximize Q(C) by the following constrained optimization problem:
The Louvain method (Blondel et al., 2008) , which has shown promising performance in terms of accuracy and computing time (Yang et al., 2016) , is utilized to solve the modularity optimization model in (4) for community identification. The Louvain method initially assigns each network node as a single community. Afterward, the following two steps are iteratively proceeded until a maximum modularity is reached: (i) each node is removed from its own community and placed in the community of its neighbor node such that the modularity gain is maximized, and (ii) nodes in the same community are aggregated to form a super-node and a new smaller scale network is generated.
Repeat reads extraction
Once the communities in the network are detected, the representative reads in each community are extracted to identify the corresponding repeat sequence. In particular, the overlap lengths associated the reads in one community are firstly divided into several continuous intervals. Afterward, the fold change (explained below) of each interval is calculated and the boundaries of the repeat sequence are detected in the interval with the smallest fold change. Finally, the consensus overlap within target intervals is extracted as the repeat sequence contained in the community. The details of repeat reads extraction are illustrated using an example shown in Figure 6 . Given the reads contained in a community, the numbers of reads with overlap lengths in different intervals, e.g. 50-100 bp, 100-150 bp and 150-200 bp, are calculated and recorded. Two, seven and three reads fall within the three overlap length intervals, respectively. The fold change of the i-th interval is calculated as ln p i ð Þ À ln p iÀ1 ð Þ, where p i is the number of reads of which the overlap lengths fall within the i-th interval. For example, in Figure 6 , there are seven and two reads bearing 50-100 bp and 100-150 bp overlaps, respectively. Therefore, the fold change of interval 100-150 bp is ln 7 ð Þ À ln 2 ð Þ ¼ 1:25. A positive fold change indicates an increase of read number from one overlap interval to the next interval. Conversely, a negative fold change suggests a decrease of read number. As observed in Figure 1 , there are sharp coverage drops in the boundary of a repeat region, which can be detected by negative fold changes. As such, to determine the boundary of the repeat sequence contained in one community is equivalent to identify the interval with the smallest negative fold change. In this way, no predefined threshold, which could be bias and problem dependent, is required. In Figure 6 , the smallest negative fold change À0.84 is with interval 150-200 bp, so the boundary of the repeat sequence is most likely in the previous interval, i.e. 150-200 bp. For safety, the repeat sequence is extracted in a shorter Fig. 5 . The community detection process. The network is built by read overlaps and two communities are found in the network, which correspond to the two piles of reads interval say 100-150 bp. The reads with overlap length in 100-150 bp interval are then traced back to extract the consensus overlap region as the target repeat sequence using faidx (Shirley et al., 2015) . Note that redundant repeat sequences could be extracted from different communities and they are merged to form a unique one in the final repeat library (the set of all identified repeat sequences).
Results
The proposed method is tested on Drosophila melanogaster and human PacBio long read sequencing data (Berlin et al., 2015) . The repetitiveness of the identified repeat sequences is verified based on the alignment results on reference genomes. The precision and coverage of the known repeat library are also evaluated. The PacBio raw sequences are sub-sampled to 800 000 (7.1GB) and 900 000 (4.4GB) sequences for Drosophila melanogaster and human data, respectively, to reduce the computational complexity. To the best of our knowledge, RepLong is the first de novo repeat identification method using long reads. Hence, for comparison study, RepLong is pitted against two short-read-based methods, i.e. RepARK and REPdenovo, and a genome-based method, i.e. RepeatModeler. RepARK and REPdenovo are tested using the same long read data as RepLong. The results of RepARK on short read data available in Koch et al. (2014) (distinguished as RepARK*) are also included in the comparison. For RepeatModeler, the Canu pipeline is first used to assemble the long reads, and then the assembled genome is input to the method. The details of all data used in this study can be found in the Supplementary  Table S1 . All experiments are carried out on a server with two Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3 CPUs of 12 cores and 256GB memory.
Results on Drosophila melanogaster data
Drosophila melanogaster is one of the most extensively studied species in repeat identification and the repeats contained are relatively well known. In this regard, the proposed method is firstly evaluated on Drosophila melanogaster data. The identified repeat sequences are aligned to the D. melanogaster reference genome (http://human paralogy.gs.washington.edu/dm3/dm3wgac.html) using BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009 ) with an option 'mem -x pacbio -a' that is specially designed to handle PacBio data with a sequencing error rate up to 20% and the results are shown in Table 2 .
RepLong is shown to obtain much larger N50 value than RepARK and REPdenovo. In the 1218 read sequences identified by RepLong, 1211 of them can be mapped to the reference genome, and 1123 sequences are mapped multiple times. In these 1123 sequences, the repeat frequency is calculated and reported in Figure 7 , where most sequences are shown to repeat 2-40 times. To verify if the remaining 95 sequences are repetitive, another reference genome assembled with PacBio long reads is used, and the 95 sequences are successfully aligned with BWA. Thirty-two sequences out of the 95 sequences can be identified as repeats, and the remaining 63 sequences are found to contain some repeat region using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) . In a word, the majority of the identified sequences by RepLong are truly repetitive.
For each repeat sequence identified by RepLong, both matched length ratio and indel length ratio are also calculated and the ratio distributions are depicted in Figures 8 and 9 , respectively. It is shown that most sequences have a high matched ratio and low indel ratio. Most of the repeat sequences have a matched ratio over 99%. The sequences identified by RepLong contain only 2% indels, which is much lower than the reportedly average $15% indel ratio (English et al., 2012) of PacBio data, i.e. RepLong is less affected by the high error rate of PacBio data.
The identified repeat sequences of RepLong and the compared methods are aligned to the RepBase library using BLAST to see the completeness of these results. Each sequence in RepBase can have multiple matches by the repeat sequences identified by the repeat identification methods. We define the 'best alignment ratio (BAR)' of a RepBase sequence as the largest percentage of this RepBase sequence matched by a single identified sequence, and the 'nearest alignment ratio (NAR)' of a RepBase sequence as the percentage of this RepBase sequence matched by a single identified sequence that has the closest length to this RepBase sequence. BAR is similar to the statistics C m used in Chu et al. (2016) . The distributions of the BAR values obtained by RepLong and the compared methods are shown in Figure 10 , and the NAR distributions are shown in Supplementary Figure S1 . It is observed that most identified repeat sequences of RepLong cover over 90% of the corresponding sequences in RepBase library and the identified repeated sequences of RepLong individually aligns the RepBase sequences much longer than that of the compared methods. The numbers of matched sequences, i.e. BAR !10%, BAR !50%, NAR !10% and NAR !50% of RepLong, RepARK and REPdenovo are listed in Table 3 . RepARK has more matched sequences than the other methods thanks to the considerably larger identified repeat library, i.e. 19677 versus 1218 as shown in Table 2 . Whereas the other four metrics indicate the identified repeat sequences of RepLong individually aligned the RepBase sequences longer than that of RepARK and REPdenovo. The detailed alignment results of RepLong are provided in Supplementary Tables S2 and S3. The coverages of the identified repeat libraries of RepLong, RepARK and REPdenovo against the RepBase library and D. melanogaster reference genome are also evaluated using RepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker.org/). The results are presented in Table  4 and Figure 11 . RepLong is observed to mask more percentages of the RepBase library and the reference genome. Particularly, the RepLong library masks 86.94% of the RepBase library and 28.03% of the D. melanogaster reference genome, i.e. both are better than that of RepARK and REPdenovo. The unmasked parts of the reference genome are subsequently masked by the RepBase library in the second run to see how much repeat segments are left after the first masking. In the second run masking, the lower masked ratio of a method indicates the fewer repeats are missing in the first masking, i.e. the better coverage is obtained by the method in the first masking. RepLong also shows superiority to RepARK and REPdenovo in the second run masking. To estimate the repeat divergence of RepLong, we use RepBase library to mask the repeat library identified by RepLong using RepeatMasker. As the results shown in Figure 12 , most identified repeats have low divergence compared to RepBase. Detailed RepeatMasker results are also provided in Supplementary Table S4. With long reads input, the common way to find repeat sequences is to perform whole genome de novo assembly and then detect repeats from the assembled genome, which is exactly the method Note: The symbol * indicates the corresponding results are obtained with short read input. RepeatModeler is RepLong does not involve the reads assembly but only the pair-wise read overlap identification. One major impact factor to assembly performance and overlap identification could be the input data coverage. To investigate the effects of the data coverage to the performance of both RepLong and RepeatModeler, we sampled a number of test data sets from the corrected Pacbio data with coverage ranging from 4.7Â (781MB) to 44Â (7.1GB). The results of RepLong and RepeatModeler on these test data sets are reported in Table 5 . Generally, the performance of RepLong is comparable to that of RepeatModeler, yet RepLong is much more computationally efficient as shown in Table 6 , thanks to the exemption of more time-consuming reads assembly.
The time and memory usages of all methods on the Drosophila melanogaster data are reported in the Table 6 . It is shown that RepLong and RepeatModeler consume more running time than the short-read-based methods, i.e. RepARK and REPdenovo due to the involvement of the Canu pipeline either for pair-wise overlap identification or genome assembly. In terms of memory consumption, RepeatModeler and RepARK use the largest and smallest spaces, respectively.
Results on human data
To test the performance of RepLong on more complicate genome, the PacBio human long read data is used. The identified repeat sequences are mapped to human hg19 reference genome (http:// hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/bigZips/) using BWA with arguments 'mem -x pacbio -a'. The human repeat library is much larger than that of Drosophila melanogaster and thus calls for much longer computational time. To fast the repeat identification of human data, we consider a much lower coverage say 1.5Â for human data, which can also serve as a more difficult problem to test the robustness of the compared methods. Canu fails to assemble the genome for RepeatModeler with such low coverage input and RepARK cannot work on this data either as it requires at least 10Â coverage (Koch et al., 2014) . The remaining methods, namely, RepLong, RepARK* (with short reads input) and REPdenovo, are tested on the data and the results are shown in Table 7 . Consistent to the observation on Drosophila melanogaster data, RepLong is shown to successfully cover more RepBase library and mask more bases on the reference genome than the other two methods. The superiority of RepLong on low coverage data is more obvious.
Effects of error correction
In the current stage, long read data tends to have higher error rate than short read data. To investigate the effects of error correction to the performance of RepLong, we use both raw and MHAP polished PacBio Drosophila reads with or without the post processing in FALCON correction. error corrections does not necessarily improve the identification efficiency. To guarantee the maximal compatibility, RepLong is configured to take raw PacBio reads as input together with the FALCON correction.
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we propose a de novo repeat identification method namely RepLong based on PacBio long reads. RepLong firstly applies the Min-Hash algorithm to find the overlap between each pair of the reads and then a network of read overlaps is built to find the community structures. The representative reads in each community are extracted to identify repeat sequences and form the repeat library. The Drosophila melanogaster and human data are used to test the proposed method. RepLong is shown to identify longer repeats than the short-read-based methods RepARK and REPdenovo, and obtain comparable performance to genome-based method RepeatModeler while with much less running time. Moreover, RepLong can handle lower coverage data than the compared methods. The superiorities of RepLong to the other representative methods are analyzed and summarized as follows:
Replong versus short-read-based methods
The majority of short-read-based methods follow the k-mer counting and assembly framework, which is very computationally efficient but requires a high-coverage and low-error-rate input data. When applied to long read data, the short-read-based methods cannot take full advantage of the data and tend to break the long repeats apart and assemble the pieces back, which usually deteriorate the identification of long repeats. RepLong is designed based on overlap identification that intrinsically suits more for long repeats identification and less affected by the data coverage.
Replong versus genome-based methods
The genome-based methods work relying on a high quality assembled genome that is also subject to the coverage of the input data. Moreover, the assembling of genome usually consumes huge time and space resources. RepLong using the overlap identification rather than the assembly process is more computationally efficient.
Replong versus assembling, mapping and coverage analysis methods
Following the observations in Figure 1 , another way of long read based repeat identification could be implemented by (i) assembling the error-corrected reads, (ii) mapping the reads onto the assembly and (iii) identifying highly covered regions and their boundaries to get the repeats. As shown in Supplementary Figures S2 and S3 , the alternative method theoretically can obtain similar results to RepLong, however, it faces the same problems as genome-based methods for involving the assembly process.
RepLong is expected to serve as a complementary solution to the existing methods to promote the repeat identification performance on long read sequencing data. RepLong might also be extended to detect repeat copy number gain with more specific design as investigated in Supplementary Figure S4 . In the future work, inferring method will be introduced to overlap identification to speed up RepLong by avoiding the exhaustive read alignment, and the input data could be further sub-sampled to quest after a trade-off of accuracy and speed. A concise library with little loss in completeness will also be in pursuit.
